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ABSTRACT 
 

Controllable noncovalent forces drive organic/polymer 

semiconductors into supramolecular organic devices with distinguishing 

functional features. Supramolecular polymer semiconductors (SPSs) have 

not only extraordinary optoelectronic characters, but also potentially self-

assembly, soft and mechanical features, self-healing and stimuli-

responsive behaviors. In this chapter, we explored a series of 

supramolecular approaches to plastic electronics and demonstrated the 
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supramolecular resistive switching and supramolecular electro-

luminescence. Firstly, π-stacked polymer semiconductors exhibit two 

supramolecular features: the reversible conformational change and the 

behaviors of molecular tweezers. Hindrance-functionalized stacked 

polymers were explored to apply for host materials in polymer light-

emitting devices (PLEDs) and resistive switching materials in polymer 

nonvolatile flash memory. Secondly, we found the polyfluorene gels in 

1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) at room temperatures with the feature emission 

peak at ~476 nm. Polyfluorenol-based supramolecular conjugated 

polymers (SCPs) exhibit the strong molecular assembled ability into gels, 

nanoparticles (nanogels) and aggregate bulk homojunction thin-films. 

Rather than ketone defect, aggregate mechanism of g-band at ~530 nm in 

PLEDs were supported by strong green emission of polyfluorenol-based 

SCPs in solution. PPFOH exhibit the color-tunable supramolecular 

(electro)luminescence in solutions, thin films and devices, ranging from 

blue, green, yellow, orange to white color by changing the molecular 

weight and formula solvents. We believe that SPSs and supramolecular 

mechatronics will become the cornerstone of organic learning mechano-

devices to activate molecular consciousness toward organic intelligence 

robotics that will make one powerful science solution to social society in 

the 21st century. 

 

Keyword: Organic semiconductors, noncovalent forces, supramolecular 

approaches, electroluminescence, resistive memory 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

After the silicon, carbon element become an alternative to 

(opto)electronics for information, energy and control technology. Organic 

devices have several advantages such as low-cost fabrication, large area, 

excellent mechanical endurance, designability by molecular engineering and 

molecular scale size ultimately over counterpart inorganic semiconductor 

devices [1-3]. On the one hand, organic devices become attractive since the 

high-efficiency bilayer organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) was reported 

by Tang et al. in 1987 [4]. One the other hand, polymer devices have been 

extensively investigated by the discovery of the high conductivity of 

polyacetylene in 1977 by Heeger et al. [5] and the first polymer light-emitting 

devices (PLEDs) in 1990 by Friend et al. [6]. After this, various 

organic/polymer devices such as O/PLEDs, organic photovoltaics (OPV), 

organic/polymer field-effect transistors (OFET), organic/polymer nonvolatile 
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memories, organic lasers and photodectors have been reported continuously. 

[2, 7-10] The last two decades have witnessed the rapid progress in 

organic/plastic electronics that enough deliver a massage of carbon element in 

periodic table that will be potential and effective for the component of 

semiconductors and optoelectronic materials in 21
th

 century. After the 

significantly improved luminescence and mobility, OLED technique for flat 

panel display and solid light sources have been commercialized by the joining 

efforts between science and industry. The ever doubt on device performance 

and stability have been excluded gradually. Recently, AMOLED have been 

extensively applied to serve as mobile phones by Samsung. However, from the 

long term point of view, compared to time and energy-consumptive vacuum 

thermal evaporation (VTE) deposition, low-cost, high throughput and eco-

friendly solution-processed chemical fabrication and film-forming deposition 

become emerging technique to organic/plastic electronics.  

Besides other factors, one major progress in this area is ascribed to 

molecular design of organic/ polymer semiconductors. Top-down molecular 

design created various RGB and white light-emitting materials for PLEDs, 

high- mobility materials for OFET, and wide-absorption p-n (donor-acceptor) 

materials for OPV. [3, 11] Now, it is more and clearer for the design principle 

of organic semiconductors in terms of electronic structures via the covalent 

synthesis. However, the wet chemical fabrication is more uncontrollable and 

unrepeatable in terms of thin films. All functional molecular systems are 

dominated by the ubiquitous noncovalent forces, including the pi-pi 

interaction, van der Waals' force, hydrogen bond, dipole-dipole interaction, 

coordinative bond and other. An impressive example is DNA that can be 

called as the king of molecules with smart behaviors and excellent features in 

a suitable external environment thanks to the subtle arrangement of helix 

polymer chains and the synergic drive forces of pi-pi staking and hydrogen 

bonding. Supramolecular approaches become the potential tools to update 

organic devices in terms of the material design, interface, film procedure, and 

device structure. [12-13] The concept of supramolecular electronics has been 

proposed to create aggregate-based nanodevices that become an alternative to 

molecular electronics and nanoelectronics. [14-19] More and more evidence 

have supported that the secondary interchain interactions in supramolecular 

polymers are of utmost importance to charge carriers and excitons [20-27], 

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) [28], thin film morphology 

[29-32], device performance [33], repeatable film procedures, and ink formula 

as well as the functional extension. [34-36] As a result, supramolecular 
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approaches offer an powerful alternative to morphologies-directed molecular 

design [37-39]. 

 

 

Figure 1. (a, b) two basic electronic charge channels in polymer semiconductors: π-

conjugated and π-stacked motifs that corresponds to π-conjugated polymers and 

stacked polymers, (c, d) three conformation chains in stacked polymers, (e, f) 

photoluminescence of PVK in solution and electroluminescence of DPySFX doped in 

PVK. 

Supramolecular approach to polymer electronics will make thin-film 

devices more effective, repeatable and smart in consideration of the robust 
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joining advantages of soft and mechanical feature of polymers, optoelectronic 

properties of semiconductors, and the assemble behaviors of supramolecular 

systems [40-43]. It is expected that the new-generation as-called 

supramolecular polymer semiconductors (SPSs) could be created when the 

semiconducting features and supramolecular essences are combined into one 

polymer chain via covalent molecular engineering. SPSs with both excellent 

optoelectronic properties and potential self-assembly behaviors probably 

become one powerful kind of advanced materials to solve the issues in plastic 

electronics and optoelectronics. Furthermore, supramolecular physics should 

be the intrinsic progress in condensed matter physics from organic inks to 

films and the law of aggregate behaviors via driving non-covalent forces after 

soft condensed matter physics, molecular physics and solid-state physics. In 

this chapter, we focus on our works of SPSs in plastic electronics. One is 

stacked polymers with intrinsic SPS feature of reversible conformational 

change and molecular tweezers that have been explored for the application of 

polymer hosts in polymer light-emitting devices (PLEDs) and electrically 

bistable polymers in organic nonvolatile memories. The other is sidechain-type 

supramolecular conjugated polymers (SCPs) that have been synthesized by 

supramolecular functionalization of conjugated polymers to understand the 

morphology, aggregates and luminescence in PLEDs. Polyfluorenol-based 

SCPs exhibited excellent the capability of molecular assembly to achieve 

supramolecular conjugated polymer gels, nanoparticles and nanogels. The 

introduction of hydrogen bonding make polyfluorenes strong green emission 

band (g-band) in solution that afford robust evidence on the aggregate 

mechanism in polyfluorene-based PLEDs. Polyfluorenol-based SCPs exhibits 

the feature of supramolecular luminescence with the large molecular weight 

and solvent effects. Color tunable supramolecular electroluminescence has 

been established by host-guest aggregate homojunction thin films. Finally, the 

future roadmap of SPSs has been perspective. Supramolecular thin-film 

electronics, supramolecular optoelectronics, supramolecular spintronics and 

supramolecular mechatronics will make a powerful science solution to social 

society in the 21 century that is coined as an era of consciousness [2]. 

 

 

Stacked Polymer Semiconductors 
 

Organic semiconductors have the nature of pi- semiconductors (Figure 

1a). In all supramolecular non-covalent interactions, the pi-pi interactions are 

extraordinary importance for organic semiconductors because they are 
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molecular condensed solids with pi-orbital carrier-transporting channels [37]. 

Many results have been suggested the intermolecular stacking modes that 

dramatically change the electronic transport and exciton behaviors [44]. 

Therefore, to create the supramolecular π-channels will afford effective 

platform to active potential molecular optoelectronic functions [45-46]. The 

pi-pi interactions as one non-covalent force have the typical bonding energy of 

8–12 kJ/mol in supramolecular chemistry. There are three basic patterns, 

including face-to-face stacking, parallel-displaced stacking, and T-shaped 

stacking. The aromatic plane can be either planar or curve one [47] Up to date, 

there are two extreme channel configurations that are pi-conjugated motifs and 

pi-stacked motifs, respectively. As a result, pi-stacked molecules and polymers 

are cross nodes between supramolecular chemistry and organic/polymer 

electronics. Stacked polymers become one molecular design of the 

supramolecular conductive channels where electrons or charge carriers can 

mobile and drift via the hoping modes. In fact, state-of-the-art stacked 

channels exist in bimolecular DNA [48-55] that belongs to one kind of SPS. 

Another kind of artificial stacked polymers is the poly(N-vinylcarbozale) 

(PVK) that have been employed as a model of supramolecular organic 

semiconductors (Figure 1b) [56]. PVK can be regarded as the polyethylene 

chains with pendent intrachain noncovalent pi-pi stacked tubes (Figure 3). 

PVK was first synthesized by 1934 and served as the excellent 

photoconductive and photorefractive materials [57]. In O/PLED, PVK often 

serve as the hole transport materials with a HOMO of ~-5.4 eV, relative ITO 

electrode with a work function of ~4.7 eV. There are two key supramolecular 

features for PVK in solution and organic devices. One is the stimuli-

responsive conformational change under special external conditions as shown 

in Figure 4a. In fact, the switching transition of polymer chain in dilute 

solution can be characterized by the photoluminescence spectra as shown in 

Figure 1e. There are two broad emission peaks in PVK solution: one is ~380 

nm from partially eclipsed stacks, the other is ~ 420 nm from face-to-face 

stacks [58]. We found the second peak at 420 nm increase with the increased 

number of scanning [26], suggesting the arrangement from partially stacking 

to face-to-face stacking under the driving force of radical ions. The 

observation inspired us to make advance electrically memorable polymers for 

nonvolatile memory devices and information storages [56], although the big 

gap and difference between solutions, thin films and devices should be 

considered toward this targets as shown in the next section. The other 

supramolecular feature of PVK-based stacked polymers is the function of 

molecular tweezers with swallowing capability of guests by means of the 
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unique conformation as shown in Figure 1d. This tweezer conformation serve 

as blending hosts of pyrenes in PLEDs [59]. The device with a configuration 

of ITO/ PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/ DPSFX (5 wt %): PVK (80 nm)/CsF (2 nm)/Al 

(90 nm) exhibit the deep blue emission with a Internationale de l‘Eclairage 

(CIE) coordinate of (0.16, 0.08), turn-on voltage of 4.3 V, maximum 

luminance of 2000 cd/m
2
, luminous efficiency of 1.1 cd/A [60]. 

Electroluminescence (EL) spectra of devices are similar to that of DPySFX in 

dilute solution that suggest pyrenes are single-molecule dispersion in PVK 

matrix, otherwise the large red-shift that should occur owing to the 

intermolecular stacking aggregates. The preliminary observation encourage us 

exploring supramolecular polymer host-guest systems. Up to date, there are 

three key conformation states that can modulate the electron or exciton 

behaviors in stacked polymers. 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) Hindrance-functionalized pi-stacked polymer semiconductors and (b) a 

possible schematic mechanism of supramolecular resistive switching. 
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Hindrance-Functionalized pi-Stacked Polymer Semiconductors 
 

From the molecular structure point of view, one polymer chain is 

dominated generally by electronic structures, steric hindrances, conformation 

and topology as well as supramolecular motifs according to the four-element 

principle [37]. In the background, we demonstrated the hindrance 

functionalization strategies of supramolecular stacked polymers using the 

bulky arylfluorene moieties (AFMs) via the Friedel-Crafts post-modification 

and direct polymerization. Three PVK derivatives that are PVK-PF, PVPFK, 

and PVK-TF, and a polystyrene-based PPFS have been prepared as shown in 

Figure 2a. Preliminary characterization showed hindrance functionalization 

can make better thermal, morphological, electrochemical and photo stability 

than that of precursor PVK. PVPFK has high decomposition temperature (Td) 

of up to 434 
o
C and no glass phase transition [61]. 9-phenylfluorene moieties 

(PFMs) can slightly improve electron transporting ability of PVPFK with a 

LUMO energy level of -2.08 eV in comparison with PVK with a LUMO 

energy level of -1.90 eV. Furthermore, a prototype PLED of PVK-TF with a 

device configuration of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PVK-TF/Ca/Ag exhibit outstanding 

stable deep-blue emission with a CIE coordinate of (0.20, 0.10) and a width at 

half maximum (FWHM) of ~60 nm at 100 mA/cm
2
 (35 V). [62] 

 

 

Supramolecular Resistive Switching 
 

Organic nonvolatile resistive memories become emerging alternative 

technology to information storage at the era of big data by means of their 

bottom-up low-cost fabrication, 3-dimensional high-density stacking 

architectures and potential wearable features [63]. There are three basic 

memory types, including volatile dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) 

and static random-access memory (SRAM), nonvolatile write-once-read-

many-times (WORM) memory, and rewritable/erasable flash memory device. 

The latter is emerging. Inorganic memory are able to achieve resistive 

switching by either filamentary mechanism or phase change. Similarly, 

conformational change is one possible strategy to achieve polymer nonvolatile 

flash memory that are still unachievable. Bulky hindrance with steric repulsion 

can serve as tools to manipulate the behaviors of conformations by balancing 

supramolecular attraction without obvious change of electronic structures [64].  



 

Table 1. Device performances based on stacked polymer host materials 

 

host 
dopant 

(contents [%]) 

Von [a] 

[V]
 

Lmax  

[cd/m
2
] 

L.E. max  

[cd/A]  

P.E. max  

[lm/W]  

L.E. [b] 

[cd/A]  

P.E. [b] 

[lm/W]  

L.E. [c] 

[cd/A]  

P.E. [c] 

[lm/W]  

CIE 

[x, y]  

PVK FIrpic (30%) 7.4 10968 13.3 2.4 6.1 1.5 12.9 2.2 0.16, 0.40 

PVPFK FIrpic (30%) 6.1 13287 14.2 2.8 12.0 2.7 14.1 2.6 0.15, 0.38 

PVK-TF 
Ir(BT)2(acac) 

(2%) 
5.8 18595 22.0 10.5 21.6 10.4 18.8 7.7 0.47, 0.48 

PVK-TF 
Ir(BT)2(acac) 

(0.1%) 
5.0 15723 10.7 4.8 10.6 4.6 8.6 2.9 0.38, 0.39 

a 
Recorded at 1 cd/m

2
. 

b 
Measured at a brightness of 100 cd/m

2
. 

c 
Measured at a brightness of 1000 cd/m

2
. 
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We make attempt to investigate a series of supramolecular memory 

devices using hindrance-functionalized stacked polymers such as PPFS [65] 

and PVK-PFs [57]. PVK-PF-based supramolecular electronic devices was 

fabricated with a sandwiched configuration of ITO/PVK-PF/Al. Organic 

devices exhibited a SET process (or a ‗writing‘ process ) with a low transition 

voltage of 2.2 V and a RESET process (or a ‗erasing‘ process) with a reverse 

voltage at -2.0 V, suggesting that it belong to nonvolatile flash memory 

devices. Device show the on/off ratio of 10
4 

and the conductivity current of 

ON/ OFF states are 10
-7

 and 10
-11

 A, respectively. PVK-PF-based 

supramolecular memory devices were able to tolerate 10
8
 read cycles in the 

ON/OFF states, 6 hours of continuous stress tests at 1 V, as well as hundreds 

of the writing/erasing processes. The simulation of I-V characteristics exhibit 

the high resistance state with a space-charge limited current (SCLC) and the 

low resistance state with a thermionic emission current. A rational scenario of 

supramolecular resistance switching have proposed as shown in Figure 2b. 

The eclipsed stacking motifs corresponds to the low-conductivity state and the 

face-to-face stacking to the high-conductivity state. It should be noted that the 

detailed mechanism is more complicated than we thought that are waiting for 

examination by molecular scale device experiments and theoretical 

calculation, although some experiments have been done with the aim to rule 

out the filamentary conduction effect, for example, the ON-state current 

increased with the raising temperature and the linear dependence of current 

magnitude on the active device area. Nevertheless, we demonstrated one state-

of-the-art approach to achieve the conformational change for polymer flash 

memory devices that were only demonstrated using covalent closure-opening 

of Rose Bengal small molecules by Pal et al. in 2004. [66] Our result exhibited 

that PVK-based stacked polymers exhibit more capability to design the 

electrically memorable polymers than any other nonconjugated polymers with 

pendent active segments. [67, 68] The steric effects to tune the charge 

transport of polymer optoelectronic materials become one promising platform 

for other device application. Supramolecular resistors will open one door to 

smart nonlinear devices by means of the integration of electronic and mechano 

functional segments into one molecule or polymers. 

 

 

Supramolecular Electrophosphorescent Polymer Host Materials 
 

Stacked polymers possess not only the unique phase transition of 

conformational change for resistive flash memories, but also can serve as the 
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supramolecular electrophosphorescent host materials with a advantage of high 

triplet energy levels over conjugated polymers and conjugation-interrupted 

polymers. Beside the tweezer conformation that can take up the guest of metal 

complex to form the supramolecular host-guest systems, stacked polymers are 

considered to be one unique polymer host materials for blue light emitting 

electro-phosphorescence in PLEDs. If the tweezer conformation could take up 

guests effectively, single-molecule dispersion probably make them purified 

emission color and reduce the quenching effects. In this background, we 

demonstrated PVFPK-based stacked polymers as supramolecular 

electrophosphorescent host materials (Table 1). PVPFK has a phosphorescent 

peak at 442 nm, corresponding to a triplet energy level of 2.80 eV, slightly 

lower than that of PVK (ET =2.95 eV, 422 nm). We choice a blue guest of the 

bis[(4,6-difluorophenyl)pyridinato-N,C
2
(picolinato) iridium(III) (FIrpic) with a 

ET of 2.65 eV to fabricate the host-guest electro-phosphorescent PLED with 

the configuration of ITO/PEDOT:PSS (10 nm)/host: 30% FIrpic(65 nm)/TPBI 

(40 nm)/Ca:Ag. From the device performance, PVPFK devices exhibited the 

luminescence efficiency (L. E.) and power efficiency (P. E.) higher than that 

of PVK and the stability over PVK-based counterparts. The brightness of 

PVPFK device reached up to 12418 cd/m
2
 at 17 V. PVFPK-based devices 

have the turn-on voltage of 6.1 V lower than that of PVK (7.4 V) at a 

brightness of 1 cd/m
2
. The lower turn-on voltage contributed to the reduction 

of LUMO after the introduction of PFMs into PVPFK. The EL spectra with a 

narrower emission profile indicated that the guest of FIrpic molecules can 

disperse more uniformed in PVK-PF than that in precursor PVK. PVPFK-

based devices have a CIE coordinate of (0.15, 0.38) with a fwhm of 60.9 nm 

and a CIE coordinate of (0.16, 0.40) with a fwhm of 65.5 nm for PVK-based 

devices. [61]. Different from the PVK-PF, PVK-TF is a typical double-

channel multifunctional system with both π-stacked and conjugated chains. It 

can be expected that on the one hand, PVK with stacked channels serve as the 

function of hole transporting, on the other hand, the oligofluorenes with 

conjugated channels serve as the function of blue light emission. This stack-

conjugation integration afford a method to reduce the number of host-guest 

white devices from three components to single guest. In consideration of a 

triplet energy of 2.28 eV, we demonstrated the PVK-TF as multifunctional 

host materials for white electrophosphorescent devices using a dopant of 

orange phosphor, bis(2-phenylbenzothiazolato) (acetylacetonate)iridium(III) 

(Ir(BT)2(acac)), with a triplet energy level of 2.23 eV. [69] 
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Figure 3. The basic relation among solution, gel, and thin films, the chemical structures 

of poly(9,9-dioctyl fluorene) (PFO) and its photoluminescence in various states. 

The devices with configuration of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/ PVK-TF: 

Ir(BT)2(acac) /TPBi /Ag(Ca) using 5% dopant exhibit the highly stable 

efficient orange phosphorescent PLEDs with maximum luminance of 19552.3 

cd/m
2
 and

 
maximum efficiency of up to 21.99 cd/A, comparable with some 

thermal deposited multilayer devices. When the content of dopant reduce to 

0.1% at the same device configuration, the white emission with high colour-

rendering index (CRI) of 81.9 and correlated color temperature (CCT) of 3774 

that are better than all reported white PLEDs based on two components 

complementary emitters of blue fluorescent materials and orange phosphor 

that always exhibit low CRI of 50~70. If the electronic transport layers using a 

triazine derivative, 2,4,6-tri(biphenyl-3-yl)-1,3,5-triazine, our supramolecular 

white PLEDs keep the high CRI of 81.7 with high brightness of 15723.3 cd/m
2
 

as well as acceptable efficiency of 10.69 cd/A, making it among high 

performance white PLEDs. Our result suggested that to integrate π-stacked 

and conjugated polymers open a bright door to rational molecular design 

single-polymer supramolecular light-emitting host materials for high-

performance PLEDs. DNA is the smartest molecules and polymers with 

various fascinating features, such as molecular recognition, molecular 

assembly, and others. Stacked polymers that could be called as artificial DNA 

will make organic/polymer semiconductors more smart to manipulate the 

electron charge and exciton as well as condensed behaviors for the 

extraordinary multifunctional devices. 
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Polyfluorene-Based Supramolecular Gels and Aggregate 

Luminescence 
 

Solution-processable organic (opto)electronics will be a next-generation 

solution to information display and storage technology. However, their device 

performances are not only dependent on the electronic structures, but also 

strongly on the thin film morphology. It is emerging to clarify that the 

molecular condensation from solution to thin films. Physical gels are 

intermediate between solution and solids that offer an excellent model to 

understand the condensation and aggregation of organic optical inks into thin 

films by wet chemical low-cost fabrications such as printed procedures [70]. 

Physical reversible sol-gel processes benefit for the understanding 

intermolecular interactions and morphology evolution of solvents at the 

noncovalent level. In this background, we demonstrate the solvent effects of 

organic optical solutions on gelation and thin morphology as well as their 

photophysics. We found the existence of precursor superstructures in solution 

or sol by examining the difference from UV-vis electronic absorption and 

photoluminescence spectra in both gelation and nongelation solvents. For 

example, PFO have polymorphism phenomena, several phases such as 

amorphous phase, beta-phase, γ-phase in crystals, liquid crystalline, and 

others. Until now, the PFO can aggregate into gel at limited kinds of solvents, 

one is toluene at -20 
o
C and the other is 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) that have 

been discovery by our group [70]. When thin film of PFO was fabricated by 

spin coating technique from the toluene, the PL spectra exhibit the feature of 

amorphous state with 0-0, 0-1, and 0-2 intrachain singlet transition of 419, 

443, and 472 nm. Some processes can make the formation of beta phased with 

the 0-0 transition at the peak of ~446 nm. In fact, if you examine PFO/DCE 

gel, you can find the content of beta phase more than 50% from the UV and 

the first 0-0 transition at ~476 nm in fluorescence spectra (Figure 3). The 

result suggests that the high-ordered superstructure exist in physical 

networking by noncovalent forces, including columns aggregates that have 

been characterized by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). When the films 

have been fabricated by DCE, the PL spectra have obvious beta-phase 

emission. The fact suggests that superstructure with the feature peak at 476 nm 

could collapse by spin coating forces that probably are equivalent to 

supramolecular forces. The other is gelation solvent make beta phase easier 

than other solvents. PLEDs based on β-phase thin films spin coated from DCE 

exhibits current efficiency of up to 3.43 cd/A that is 3.7 times higher than that 

of the device from amorphous phase. [71] 
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Figure 4. Chemical structure of PPFOH, basic two type of chain architectures of 

PPFOHs, its gels, nano- or macro-suspension, fluorescence spectra in dilute solvents, 

spin-coating thin films and electroluminescence of nanoparticles. 

Furthermore, the device with β-phase emission has obvious advantages 

such as stable emission and high color purity over amorphous-phase devices. 

The result agree with reports from other groups on the beta phase with various 

advantages in terms of high mobility, low turn-on voltage, device stability, low 

lasing threshold and so on [72-76]. Therefore, whether gelation or not become 

one concise standard to select the solvent for optical ink formula in printed 

electronics. Superstructure identification of physical gels becomes one 

platform to understand the rheological process during the film-forming 

procedures. 

 

 

PPFOH-Based Supramolecular Conjugated Polymers 
 

We demonstrate supramolecular functionalization of polyfluorenes to 

design and synthesize several models of supramolecular conjugated polymers 

(SPS) such as polyfluorenols that here is called as PPFOH by the introduction 
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of hydrogen bonds (Figure 4), and poly(diazafluorenes) with the C-H
…

N bond 

and the ability of coordination or protons, PODPF with pendent both Van der 

Waals bonding and steric bulky groups [77-79]. We first examine the assemble 

behaviors of PPFOH-based supramolecular conjugated polymers to tune 

aggregates and thin film morphology. PPFOH can assemble into physical gels 

in toluene with a critical gelation concentration (CGC) of 20 mg ml
-1

 at room 

temperature. This result suggest that PPFOH are easier than PFO to organize 

into supramolecular cross linking network than PFO after the introduction of 

strong intermolecular forces of hydrogen bonds. Supramolecular conjugated 

polymers are not only favorable for the formation of supramolecular gel 

networks, but also for the molecular assembly into nanostructures with various 

dimensionalities. As shown in Figure 4, PPFOH are also can assemble into 

hierarchically nano, micro, or macro and even millimeter-scale particles via 

reprecipitation at the different concentration of PPFOHs. Supramolecular 

conjugated polymer nanoparticles with the size ranging from 200 to 40 nm 

were obtained when adding H2O in DMF solution [80]. Furthermore, the sizes 

of nanoparticles are decreased with the increase of the addition of the amounts 

of H2O. In addition, this particle are probably supramolecular conjugated 

polymer nanogels if you consider the above the gelation and data of dynamic 

light scattering, although the robust characterization still require to provide. 

 

 

Supramolecular Electroluminescence 
 

PPFOH exhibit not only abundant assembled structures, but also the 

unique aggregate luminescence behaviors. We found the big molecular weight 

and solvent effect of PPFOH-based SCPs on the photophysics. The effects of 

gelation and nongelation solution on emission have been examine. PPFOH 

have two peaks of ~420 and ~440 nm that are similar with single chain 

polyfluorene in dilute nongelation solvents such as THF, while one red-shift 

peak at ~430 nm was only observed in dilute gelation solvents such as 

chloroform and toluene (c = 0.01 mg/ml). These result indicated that PPFOH 

have two basic structures, including the interchain complex (I) and chain-

solvent complex (II), as shown in Figure 4. One important observation is green 

emission of PPFOH at 530-550 nm that is similar to the controversial g-band 

in PLEDs that was observed early by Pei et al. in 1996 [81]. Hypothesis on the 

origin of g-band are always disputed, either the aggregates (excimers) or 

ketone defects. The frontier is physical process, the latter is chemical process, 

associated with the oxidation. Despite the most research agree on the ketone 
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defect, our observation supported the aggregate mechanism. Aggregate 

emission of PPFOH can be observed in thin films spin coated from both 

gelation and nongelation solution, as shown in Figure 4. The difference is their 

intensity of g-band, the stronger in nongelation solution such as THF than that 

in toluene. Aggregate emission have the essence of supramolecular 

luminescence that can be supported by the g-band emission in concentrated 

THF solution, in which oxidation and thermal decomposition were excluded 

easily. Furthermore, g-band in oligofluorenol (TFOH) have been prove to be 

reversible by titration experiments. The hydrogen bonds have been monitored 

by concentration-dependent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [82]. These 

results suggest PPFOH can generate the supramolecular complex aggregates 

that consists of the multiple polymer chains. The intensity of g-band in thin 

films spin coated from gelation solvents such as toluene is weaker than that 

from nongelation solvents such as THF, indicated supramolecular precursor 

structures should be considered in the process of ink formula for the printing 

electronic devices. The supramolecular luminescence also suggested that 

aggregate bulk homojunction structures exist in PPFOH thin films that will be 

waited for the confirmation of AFM and other tools. Finally, PPFOH can be 

tunable RGB and multiple colors such as blue, green and yellow as well as 

other by the variation of molecular weight and solvents, even other additives. 

PPFOH-based SCPN have different from PFO without emission change. Size-

controllable PPFOH nanoparticles exhibit size-dependent luminescence 

behaviors that are similar to the phenomena in inorganic quantum dots. 

Intensity of g-band emission become stronger when the size of nanoparticle 

become smaller, which probably contributed to the FRET from in-situ 

aggregate structures to the isotropic chains of polyfluorenol. PPFOH 

nanoparticle with the sizes of ~80 nm exhibit nearly white light emission 

spectra with the CIE coordinates (0.30, 0.42). As a result, PLEDs with the 

configuration of Au/p-SiC/PPFOH nanoparticles/ITO have been fabricated 

with supramolecular white emission color with CIE (0.31, 0.34) at 20 V. 

Supramolecular electroluminescence spectra can be fitted by three Gaussian 

profiles at around 433, 474, and 535 nm. To this end, the investigation of 

supramolecular conjugated polymers makes us set up the supramolecular 

electroluminescence. Supramolecular luminescence and EL have been 

achieved by PPFOH that can differ from molecular luminescence by 

comparison with dilute solution to concentrated solution or thin films. 

Molecular luminescence is the emission bands that can be observed in the very 

dilute solution that can be regarded as single molecular state. In sharp contrast, 

supramolecular luminescence is the aggregate emissions in concentrated 
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solutions, thin films as well as devices. Despite supramolecular luminescence 

has some drawbacks such as low efficiency, they have several advantages over 

molecular luminescence. Supramolecular luminescence is very sensitive to 

environment. This character offer versatile platform to thin film luminescent 

sensors. Supramolecular electroluminescence in organic semiconductors will 

be merits such as stimulus-responsive feature, self-healing feature, soft 

mechanical features and others over conventional conjugate polymers, which 

also expended the application of organic thin film sensors and actuators due to 

the above mentioned excellent quality. Supramolecular conjugated polymers 

will be coined as soft semiconductors that push toward era of consciousness 

with a label of artificial intelligence robotics in organic mechatronics. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The universe four-element philosophy of matter-energy-information- 

consciousness (MEIC) can be transformed into the chemical four-element 

theory of polymer semiconductors that are electronic structure, steric 

hindrance, conformation and topology, as well as supramolecular force [83]. 

Among them, supramolecular behaviors dominate functional complexity and 

high-ordered motions in organic systemic devices. Herein, we explore 

supramolecular approach to plastic electronics, focusing on the PLEDs and 

polymer nonvolatile memory devices. The state-of-the-art concept of 

supramolecular polymer semiconductors (SPS) have been proposed to 

integrate the optoelectronic and supramolecular feature into one polymer with 

the multifunction. As a result, four unique individual features of SPSs in 

solution or thin films have been demonstrated, including reversible 

conformational transition, molecular tweezer effect, molecular assembly, and 

aggregate luminescence in the state-of-the-art models of PVK-based π-stacked 

polymer semiconductors and polyfluorenol-based supramolecular π-

conjugated polymers. These features have been applied to organic devices, 

resulting in the important progress in plastic electronics. Tweezer 

conformation of PVK enable suppressing the emission or aggregates to 

achieve the deep-blue electroluminescence of pyrene-based fluorescent 

materials in PLED. Hindrance-functionalized stacked polymers are favorable 

for the reversible switching between partially eclipsed isomers and face-to-

face stacking conformation under the electrical field, achieving the 

rewritable/erasable polymer nonvolatile flash memories with the mechanism 

of phase change. Nonvolitalile flash memory device exhibit the turn-on of 2.5, 
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on/off ratio is about 10
4
, and retention time of 10

8
. PPFOH exhibit excellent 

assembled ability under the drive force of stacking interaction and hydrogen 

bonding to form the physical gels with supramolecular cross-linking networks, 

nanoparticles and nanogels, as well as bulk homojunction thin films. 

Secondary non-covalent forces drive the conformation entanglement and 

aggregates, in turn resulting in the essence of color-tunable supramolecular 

electroluminescence with extreme big effect of solvents and molecular weight. 

White PLED have been achieved by supramolecular electroluminescence of 

PPFOH-based nanoparticles. To this end, we set up the supramolecular 

resistive switching of π-stacked polymer semiconductors and supramolecular 

electroluminescence of supramolecular conjugated polymers. 

 

 

Figure 5. A schematic big chemical blueprint on periodic table of the elements 

(blueprint-on-table) that have been drawn by CMSOD. 
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Outlook 
 

When flexible, stretchable, weavable and wearable electrodes were 

adopted in organic thin film or fiber devices, a trend that surface equals device 

will spread extensively in the whole world of human being. Organic devices 

become the interface between molecular world and human being‘ world. 

Organic devices will make everything smarts and change our daily life 

dramatically in post-information age. On that basis, SPSs with the excellent 

stimuli-responsive feature to various photo, electronic, magnetic, mechano, 

thermal, sonic signals will update organic electronics into supramolecular 

mechatronics. Organic multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) stimuli-

responsive devices probably create machine consciousness by activating 

molecular information toward the era of consciousness. In order to guide us 

explore functonal molecular systems and organic devices, we proposed a 

three-dimensional periodic table of the elements to link atoms and devices as 

well as their systems as shown in Figure 5. The big blueprint on periodic table 

of the elements (blueprint-on-table) require hierarchical chemistry that should 

be introduced to active molecular functionalities in organic devices via 

nanoscale and meso-scale synergetic operation beyond four-element molecular 

design [84-85]. Ultimately, scientist will master physical laws that drive the 

motion of molecular nanoobjects that in turn drive the motion of the macro-

worlds. Smart organic devices will become one solution to artificial 

intelligence robotics. We prospect that a new era of consciousness are coming 

when personal robotics walk into home according to the self-similar four-

element theory that were extracted from universe, nature, life and social 

society. 
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